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JIM HEICK

Our meeting started approx. 7:15pm. Mike Daum addressed the
membership by introducing tonights speaker, Harry Slutter. Harry
of Urban Hardwoods is also a representative for Festool.
Thanks goes out to Rich Reidell for setting up and operating the
camera and projector for our meeting.
Our new guest for the evening was Pat Burns- a carpenter for NYC.
Raffle Winners were:
Steve Eckers
Mike Luciano
Rich Reidell

THIS MONTH:
SECRETARY’S NOTES
TURNER’S GUILD
LICFM
LISA
THE BURN BARREL

All members are encouraged to participate in the raffles. Money
raised helps to fund club activities.
Membership dues for 2015 are now due. Registration is:
$35.00 general membership
SIGS- $25.00 for first two, $15.00 for third and $10.00 for fourth.
Total for membership and all 4 SIGS is $110.00
See Joe Bottigliere for registration.
Show & Tell: Ed Pietrowski displayed a beautiful bowl- made of
apple, finished with Minwax wipe-on Poly.
Our Annual Exhibit and Show will be held November 8th and 9th at
Old Bethpage Restoration Village. Show hours are 10am to 4pm
(both days) Setup will be Friday November 7th.
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Next meeting
Wednesday November 5th
7 PM Brush Barn

Elections for the
2015 Executive Board

Volunteers are needed in all areas to make this another successful
show.
Mike Daum is in need of exhibits to be displayed.
Volunteers are needed to present seminars on Saturday and Sunday.
Seminars will be 11:00am, 12:00pm, 1:00pm, 2:00pm and 3:00pm
As of this printing, the following members have volunteered.
Daryl Rosenblatt – Inlays
Rich McRae- TBD
Charlie James- TBD
Matt Stern- Sharpening
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Frank Napoli- Carving
Times will be determined by Wednesday’s meeting.
Vic Werney will be conducting the Tool Garage Sale.
Gene Kelley- is accepting Jigs and Fixtures which he will set up and display.
Any questions regarding our Show and Exhibit should be sent to Pat Doherty , Show Chairman @ paddede@aol.com
November is Election Month- Special thanks to our Nominating Committee- Frank Pace and Steve Costello.
If you are interested in running for any position on the board please see Frank or Steve.
All positions are openPresident, Vice President, Secretary, Membership Chairman, Treasurer and Trustees (2).
A great big thank you goes out to all members who participated and represented the LIW at the Long Island Fair.
Rich Mc Rae, Joe Pascucci, Frank Pace, Barry Saltzberg and Don Dailey.
A great big thank you goes out to all members who participated and represented the LIW at the Smithtown Historical
Society.
Ed & Jean Pietrowski, and Bob Urso.
Thanks to all who participated and were not mentioned.
All SIGS were represented at the meeting. Refer to the website for times and meeting locations.
December Meeting will also be our Toys for Tots Collection. Members are encouraged to participate and create toys.
See Matt Stern or Steve Eckers for plans for simple but needed toys.
Our guest speakers for the evening were a Festool Demonstration. Our own Harry Slutter is the newest representative for Festool covering Long Island.
Harry was joined by Ken Barrone and Sal.
Ken addressed the members on the Festool Tools. Festool is a German Built Company. In 1990, Festool was introduced in the USA.
Their tools carry a 3 year “Bumper to Bumper” warranty with a 48hour turnaround for service. Shipping to and from
the service center in Lebanon, Indiana is paid by Festool. There are 4 service techs on staff.
Tool prices are the same, whether online or in their catalog. All products have a 30day money back guarantee.
Festool tools are part of a system. This means they are typically used in conjunction with their Hepa Vacuum.
Vacuum operates at 80 decibels (same as a person talking)
Ken demonstrated the Domino- Biscuit Joiner, a variety of hand sanders, a planer with changeable heads for different textures and finishes.
Also demonstrated was a cordless Jig saw and Circular saw with straight edge.

A special thank you to Harry, Ken and Sal for presenting to our membership.
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TURNER’S GUILD

MIKE JOSIAH

The October 8th turners meeting started at roughly 7 PM led by President for life Steve Fulgoni. Volunteers are
needed to demonstrate at the upcoming woodworking show. Please contact Steve Fulgoni if you are interested.
Tonight’s meeting is on 2 piece hollow forms
First start off with a block of 12” square, 8/4 kiln dried wood. The wood must be completely dry. Mark the faces so
you can match the halves when putting the 2 halves together.
The 12” block will be turned to exactly 11.5” This is important if both halves are not equal they will not meet properly.
Mount on a faceplate. Make a leveling cut with the wing of your bowl gouge to flatten the face. Mark the blank for
the diameter of the foot for you chuck.
Create the outer profile. Pay special attention to the curve. It should be gradual and as graceful as possible. Be careful not to turn past the3 edge of the blank. Doing so will make the two halves unequal sizes. Leave the outer edge
alone.
Cut the tenon for the chuck.
Finish turn the outside again being carful not to go past the outer edge. Sand to 320 grit
Bring up your tail stock with a live center to make the center for the reversal
Remove the faceplate and reverse chuck thr4e blank. Level the face and mark in 3/4” from the outer edge. This 3/4”
of wood will be the mating surface to the two halves. You can take it down to 1/4” but that makes it very tricky. Both
halves would them need to be exactly the same size.
Hollow out to a wall thickness of about 1/4” Go thinner if you’re brave.
Sand smooth to 320 grit.
Sand the outer 3/4” face flat with a perfectly flat block and sand paper just as you would do in segmented turning.
Repeat the process for the opposite side.
If the two halves were turned on different days, re-chuck them to make sure the 3/4” faces are still perfectly flat. Sand
again if not. (Check with a metal straight edge)
Line up the grain so both halves match as much as possible. (Should look like one solid piece of wood) Glue them
up and press together. If you have two chucks, use the lathe as a press. One chuck ijn the head stock and on in the
tail stock.
Re-chuck and final turn the outside. Pay attention to the transition point at the edge. You want both halves to meet
exactly at the center. If you turn past this point on one side, you will see the glue joint on one side.
Use a donut or vacuum chuck to finish turn the bottom, reverse chuck and cut a small hole in the top center. Make
it just big enough for a finger to fit inside, but that will make people wonder how you did it. Finish your piece with
your preferred finish.
See you next month!
LONG ISLAND WOODWORKERS
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LICFM

BEN NAWRATH

ob was out on business for the first part of the meeting so Jim Brown ran the show. He will be setting up shop
tours for the winter as a way to help us all share ideas and get motivated. We had one new member, Julia from
Lindenhurst, who is new to woodworking, and looking forward to learning from the collective brain trust.
Larry Wagner reminded everyone the December meeting is when we donate handmade toys to Toys for Tots! Contact
him or Matt Stern if you wish to help out. Jim reminded us all that elections are next month, and to remember your
chairs! The shop was rearranged, so there’s less wood to sit on. Steve Price won the raffle AGAIN, and we were all
reminded that show time is near!! Everyone is encouraged to sign up to bring projects!! Also, there is a store at the
show which is looking for items to sell, and I (Ben) am setting up demonstrations for our table at the show. See me
at the next meeting to sign up! They can be anything you want. Dovetails, sharpening, even working on one of your
own projects.

B

For show and tell, Roger showed a jig he made for tapering parts. He got the design from a magazine, and said after
only one test cut he was able to make perfectly tapered legs for a table. Norm brought pics of an easel he made for a
50” touch screen monitor and computer. He also showed a jig he made from snow stakes (for marking your driveway) for measuring the inside of a cabinet to make face frames. Jim brown showed a night stand he recently finished
(for his wife who’s been patiently waiting for it for years) that could also form the basis of a group project and some
future curriculum ideas.

The main demo was Steve Price showing how he weaves the top of a foot stool in the Danish Modern style. The cord
is actually finely twisted strings of brown paper. He went over the basic terminology of weaving, and had 3 stools in
various stages of completion to demonstrate the process. The defining attribute of Danish cord weaving is the use of
L shaped nails that anchor the cords, rather than wrapping them all the way around the rails of the stool. The frames
of the stools are traditional mortise and tenon joinery with the parts pre-finished so the weaving can go on top of the
finished wood. Steve says he got into this type of project because he wanted to make a rocker with a woven seat a
while back and practiced by making stools. Our new member Julia even gave the weaving a try.

The last part of the meeting was spent talking about the future of the SIG. We are looking for ways to get the group
building things and be more interactive. To that end, we are working on ways to connect people to share skills and
experience to help people get started. Sometimes getting started is overwhelming and the hardest part. Along with
member shop tours, we will work on doing two mini workshops at every meeting; one with more advanced techniques, one more basic/beginner. We all filled out sheets giving a basic idea of our skill level in many different areas
of woodworking, and our willingness to instruct others. This will be beneficial going forward in setting up workshops
and demonstrations.
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LISA

JEAN P IOTROWSKI
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ACTIVE MILITARY
PERSONNEL _________

2015 MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION
Complete this application by clearly printing the information requested in the spaces below, and returning this
form, along with your check in the amount of $35.00 to:
Joe Bottigliere
1238 Church Street
Bohemia, NY 11716
Checks should be made out to the Long Island Woodworkers
NAME:__________________________________________________
Address:__________________________________________________
City:___________________________State:_______________ZipCode:_____________
Telephone:__________________________________________________
E Mail Address:_____________________________________________
Alternate Telephone:______________________________________
Primary woodworking interest:________________________________________________________
Other woodworking related interests:___________________________________________________
How would you rate your skill level:____________________________________________________
What would you hope to gain from the club:______________________________________________
COMMENTS, SUGESTIONS, EXPECTATIONS:
_________________________________________________________________________________
SIGS Additional - $25 ea first two; $15 third; $10 fourth:
CABINETMAKERS: ____________
CARVERS: __________________
SCROLLERS: _________________
TURNERS: ___________________
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THE BURN BARREL

BOB SCHENDORF

henever I speak to a client about doing a dining table for them, I inevitably say; “In my opinion, the dining table is
arguably the most important piece of furniture in your home.” And I truly believe it. Your whole life has occurred
around it. If I asked you to recall three memories from your childhood, no doubt at least one of them occurred
around your parent’s dining table.

W

Whether it’s discussing a report card (good or bad), sharing a special meal with family, or learning that Great Aunt Agnes has
passed away, in our culture it seems, that all of these life shaping events have taken place at a dining table.
That’s pretty impressive when you really stop to contemplate it, but that’s not what I want to talk about, what I want to talk
about is the second most important piece of furniture in the modern American home….the sofa bed.
I would bet what’s left of my post-divorce fortune, that the little known, ended up on the cutting room floor, sorry the budget
is too tight and we can’t afford the paper so we are going to have to cut it from our Declaration of Independence, but we all
know that one of the real reasons we are throwing the British out has to do with our right to bear sofa beds article actually existed. And if Richard Nixon had only attended the Continental Congress, I could prove it.
Sure we all love our end tables and cribs. Oh the cribs. “What? You are going to buy a new crib when I have a perfectly good
one in the attic?” the Grandmother will say. “I don’t care how old, rickety and encrusted in lead paint it is. My mother smuggled it in under her dress all the way from Europe, and it was good enough for you and I, so it will be good enough for Little
Johnny”. And so they get passed down from generation to generation, almost as many generations as the average American sofa
bed is passed down through. Who cares that the freight charge to send the family crib from New York to Florida is larger than
the price tag of a new crib. And what happens when two grandchildren are born within eighteen months of each other to different sets of parents, or the new generation is expecting its fourteenth new member and the tradition is starting to get old?
That’s when we find out for sure who Mom and Dad’s favorites are!
But the sofa bed. We do cherish our sofa beds! Someone in the family is always redecorating, just as a member of the family is
moving into a new home. And the person redecorating always has a sofa bed they want to get rid of and instantly becomes a
well-polished sales person; “Listen Johnny, I’m going to be frank with you. You need this sofa bed. Where are your guests going
to sleep? And to be honest, I’ve noticed how you and Mary have been bickering lately, so maybe you might need a place to sleep
until things blow over. I’m just saying, you never know. And think about the money you’re saving….”
“But I never wanted a sofa bed. And who’s Frank by the way?”
“You’re not listening to me Johnny, the money alone…. Do you know how much it would cost to buy one new? You don’t have
that kind of scratch right now.”
“But…but you didn’t pay for it, you got it from Mom and Dad who got it from Grandpa who had to smuggle it in to the country under his coat for some reason. It had something to do with Grandma not having room under her dress …”
In the end, Johnny always becomes the not so proud owner of a not so mint condition, more than slightly used sofa bed. He
was able to fend off all of the logical arguments, but eventually, he acquiesced to guilt.
Why, for Pete’s sake, do we drive SUV s, throw away enough water bottles and little plastic coffee cups to circle the globe on
an annual basis and sleep like babies every night, but the thought of a single sofa bed per generation going to a land fill makes
us feel as guilty as if we have committed murder?
I once drove over six hundred miles, round trip, to become at least the third owner of a very used sofa bed, which I had slept
in and hated! I took it so my then in laws (whom I was very fond of ) would have a place to sleep when they came to visit. Why
would I do that to an elderly couple who were very good to me? Because my sister sold me good, that’s why.
LONG ISLAND WOODWORKERS
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It doesn’t end there. Oh no. My own mother got me a few years back. And that sofa bed became a place for weary South
American guests to rest after a long day of shopping. Apparently, none of them had the money for a hotel, but they could all
afford to fill up my tiny living room with thousands of dollars’ worth of clothing purchases during a week’s stay.
Needless to say that sofa bed didn’t last long. I had no problem dragging it out to the curb, which upon reflection is probably
the true motive for folks to hand down sofa beds, they just don’t want to carry the damn things! It’s always; “Why don’t you
grab some of your friends, preferably one with a truck and come get this sofa bed?”
But, I didn’t really sit down to write about sofa beds either.
I recently had the opportunity to grow my business by merging with another company. We took over a little bit more space,
made some personnel changes and brought in some cool new machinery. Yeah, yeah, yeah, all very cool and exciting, but that’s
not what I want to write about either!
With the merger came yet another super upheaval move. And it didn’t matter that it wasn’t me moving this time. Nope.
Someone moving in can be just as tumultuous as you moving yourself.
And this is what I want to write about this month. Moving a woodworking shop involves moving a lot of heavy crap! And more
than once.
Regardless of how much you think and plan and discuss, heavy crap is always going to end up too close to other heavy crap so
you’ll have to move it again.
They never mention this in all of the magazines or books we read that try to sell us on the fine woodworking lifestyle that we
all yearn for! There’s always a photo of some middle aged guy, wearing a flannel, pushing a hand plane with a look of contentment on his face.
Once, just once I’d like to see a photo of one of these out of shape, aging craftsmen grimacing as if he’s seconds away from an
aneurism, as he struggles to move some big hunk of—- well, machinery that he’s dreamed of owning and worked and saved for
years to finally buy.
A little truth in advertising is all I am asking for. How about an article like this: “This month, six machines that will break your
bank and your back!” or “Review: really heavy jointers that are a mother to move!”
Good machines cost good money, I get that. I just wish they didn’t charge by the pound!

The Marketplace
Routers,Sanders,Drills and more for sale,
Dennis Taddeo 631 543 2256
L.I. School of Classical Woodcarving & Woodworking Schedule visit;
http:// homepage.mac.com/walterc530/
Dewalt dc608kxrp 18volt 18 ga. 2"brad nailer, Dewalt dc 618k xrp 18 volt cordless nailer ,16ga
20degree angled finisher nailer with charger both for $400 Eddie Altman 631-455-1340
"Guitar guy" has lots of violin and bow pieces, parts, fittings and tools that he cannot use.
Looking to sell or trade to a "violin guy" for equivalent amount of guitar parts or a small amount
of cash. Contact Mike at guitarshop@optonline.net or 516 852-9070 for more details.
If you have an item or series of items you would like listed, just email the editor at:
darylmros@gmail.com
LONG ISLAND WOODWORKERS
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